Using Gauss - Jordan elimination method with The Application of Android for Solving Linear Equations
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ABSTRACT
Problems involving mathematical models appear in many scientific disciplines. Complex mathematical models sometimes cannot be solved by analytic methods using standard algebraic formulas. Computers play a major role in the development of the field of numerical methods because the calculation uses numerical methods in the form of arithmetic operations, the number of arithmetic operations is very large and repetitive, so manual calculations are often tedious and errors occur. This study aims to develop software solutions for linear equations by implementing the Gauss-Jordan elimination (GJ-elimination) method, building software for linear equations carried out through five stages, namely: (1) System Modeling (2) Simplification of Models, (3) Numerical Methods and algorithms, (4) programming languages using The Android Studio and (5) Simulation programs. Overall regarding content, proper software that can be used by students and lecturers in implementing numerical methods because there are ways to use the application and steps to solve linear equation problems using the GJ-elimination method

This is an open access article under the CC-BY-SA license.

1. INTRODUCTION
Problems of Linear system of equations (LSE) is how to find a replacement value for the variables x1, x2, x3 ... , xn so that all these equations to be true, it attracted the attention of researchers and scientists for a long time because it is operating in a variety of applications in basic science(Ziad, 2015). Scientific and technical problems can be solved by a system of linear equations(Atasoy, 2012), many methods for solving linear systems such as direct and iterative methods(Michailidis, 2011). In this study builds software solutions of linear equations with the GJ-elimination method based on Androids are expected to be used to solve mathematical problems so that it can be used by students, faculty and the public. The linear equation is a form of equations which together present a lot of variables(Atasoy, 2012), as Figure 1 below:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_{11}x_1 + a_{12}x_2 + a_{13}x_3 + \ldots + a_{1n}x_n &= b_1 \\
    a_{21}x_1 + a_{22}x_2 + a_{23}x_3 + \ldots + a_{2n}x_n &= b_2 \\
    a_{31}x_1 + a_{32}x_2 + a_{33}x_3 + \ldots + a_{3n}x_n &= b_3 \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
    a_{n1}x_1 + a_{n2}x_2 + a_{n3}x_3 + \ldots + a_{nn}x_n &= b_n
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 1.** The system of Linear Equations.

A solution to of linear equations not only as lessons learned a method of numerical and explanation theoretical model mathematics by default or abstract, but also can be applied in the field of information technology specialists (Wang, 2011). Android device is able to transfer the theory
and calculation that bores into the data intuitive who helps a student can understand the method and the process of fast solution.

2. METHODS

2.1 Augmented Matrix

Augmented Matrix is a matrix that is an extension matrix A by adding a vector B in the last column (Akai, 1994; Bai, 2010) and written : Augmented (A) = [A B], as Figure 2 below.

$$\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} & \ldots & a_{1n} & b_1 \\
a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} & \ldots & a_{2n} & b_2 \\
a_{31} & a_{32} & a_{33} & \ldots & a_{3n} & b_3 \\
\ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots \\
a_{n1} & a_{n2} & a_{n3} & \ldots & a_{nn} & b_n \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Figure 2. Augmented Matrix

2.2 Elementary Line Operations (ELO)

Line Operations Elementary is one alternative in completing a matrix form such as determining the inverse matrix and applying a matrix to a system of linear equations using two methods namely Gauss Elimination and Gauss Jordan Elimination.

2.3 The Gauss-Jordan elimination (GJ elimination)

GJ-elimination is the development of the gauss elimination method (Akai, 1994), except that the augmented matrix or identity matrix, on the left is converted into a diagonal matrix (Bai, 2010; Ji, 2010). Figure 3 below:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & a_{13} & \ldots & a_{1n} & b_1 \\
a_{21} & a_{22} & a_{23} & \ldots & a_{2n} & b_2 \\
a_{31} & a_{32} & a_{33} & \ldots & a_{3n} & b_3 \\
\ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots \\
a_{n1} & a_{n2} & a_{n3} & \ldots & a_{nn} & b_n \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Figure 3. GJ-elimination

The process of the following a GJ- Elimination by changing the system of linear equations into a matrix augmentation and operating it. After becoming a partly reduced, matrix echelon line so directly can be determined the value of the variable is without the substitution of a back. Such as figure 4 below:

2.4 The Gauss Jordan Elimination Algorithm

Solution to the problem of the system of linear equations known by using the method gauss-jordan (Michailidis, 2011). A GJ-elimination counting the opposite of a square matrix. By adding a matrix with the identity matrix of the dimensions of the same. The following an elimination algorithm gauss Jordan (Michailidis, 2011; Moussa, 2013).

1. Input matrix A and a Vector B and the order matrix / size n
2. Make the Augmented matrix [A | B] name it with the A matrix
3. For lines to i = 1 to n
   a. Check value $A_{i,i} = 0$
   b. If Yes:
      Switch row i and row to i + k ≤ n, where $A_{i+k,i} \neq 0$, if it does not exist, the calculation cannot continue and the process stops without completion
   c. If No: continue
   d. Make the diagonal value one, with the way for each column k where k = 1 up to n + 1, calculated $A_{i,k} = \frac{A_{i,k}}{A_{i,i}}$
4. For line j, where j = i + 1 = n
   Do operation elementary line for a column k where k = 1 = n
   Count $g = a_{j,i}$
   Count $A_{j,k} = A_{j,k} - C*A_{i,k}$
5. Do for i = n to 1
   $X_i := a_{i,n+1}$

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In building software of linear equations done through five phases namely at the first and the second the job or scientist that is in accordance with its field by including the problems the equation linear and simplify model these
problems if a required number. A third and fourth step is using a Gd-elimination method, in building the system using the Android Studio software and the last step with the simulation program for a test and evaluation such application.

The specifications of this software are the presence of a linear equation process with the GJ-elimination method. In this application, the user can enter the problem of linear equations and enter the number of Matrix Orders. The clean button functions for linear equation variables whiled the Jordan Gauss button functions to calculate the process of linear equations and display the results. In figure 5 below is the main display of software linear equations with GJ Elimination.

Figure 5. Main Display of Software GJ-elimination.

3.1 Completion Simulation
If the system is known the following linear equation:
\[ \begin{align*}
X + Y + 2Z &= 9 \\
2X + 4Y - 3Z &= 1 \\
3X + 6Y - 5Z &= 0
\end{align*} \]

The first phase, make a matrix augmentation and linear, out of the equation change this matrix to matrix elimination (iteration) of the operations lined by doing some(Wijayaningrum, 2017). Elementary As in the following The first phase, make matrix augmentation and of the equation linear above, change this matrix be matrix elimination (iteration) by doing some stage operation line elementary(Wijayaningrum, 2017; Bains, 1992). As below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Augmented Matrix</th>
<th>Elimination 1(^{st})</th>
<th>Elimination 2(^{nd})</th>
<th>Elimination 3(^{rd})</th>
<th>Elimination 4(^{th})</th>
<th>Elimination 5(^{th})</th>
<th>Elimination 6(^{th})</th>
<th>Elimination 7(^{th})</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 9 \\
2 & 4 & -3 \\
3 & 6 & -5
\end{bmatrix} \] | \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 9 \\
0 & -7 & -17 \\
0 & -11 & -27
\end{bmatrix} \] | \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 9 \\
0 & -7 & -17 \\
0 & -3 & -11
\end{bmatrix} \] | \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 9 \\
0 & -7 & -17 \\
0 & 0 & -1
\end{bmatrix} \] | \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 9 \\
0 & -7 & -17 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \] | \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 9 \\
0 & -7 & -17 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \] | \[ \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \] |

So, the matrix : \[ X = 1, \ Y = 2 \] dan \[ Z = 3 \]

The explanation for the completion of a system of equations linear as follows:
1. Make a matrix augmentation of the equation linear above
2. Subtract the second row with 2 * the first row, stored in the second row \[ \Rightarrow (r_2 = r_2 - 2r_1) \]
3. Subtract the third row with 3 * the first row, stored in the third row \[ \Rightarrow (r_3 = r_3 - 3r_1) \]
4. The third row * 2 Subtract with 3 * the second row, stored in the third row \[ \Rightarrow (r_3 = 2r_3 - 3r_2) \]
5. Multiply the third line with -1, stored in the third row \[ \Rightarrow (r_3 = r_3 \cdot -1) \]
6. divided into 2 in the second row, stored in the second row \[ \Rightarrow (r_2 = r_2 / 2) \]
7. Subtract the first row with the first row, stored in the first row \[ \Rightarrow (r_1 = r_1 - r_2) \]
8. Subtract the first row with 11/2 * the third row, stored in the first row \[ \Rightarrow (r_1 = r_1 - 11/2 * r_3) \]
9. Add the second row with 7/2 * third row, stored in the second row \[ \Rightarrow (r_2 = r_2 + 7/2 r_3) \]
10. Finished, the matrix has become an echelon matrix.

3.2 Implementation
As for the same settled with the gauss-jordan elimination:
\[ \begin{align*}
X + Y + 2Z &= 9 \\
2X + 4Y - 3Z &= 1 \\
3X + 6Y - 5Z &= 0
\end{align*} \]

The user determines the matrix order first, namely the 3x3 order matrix by dragging the line (the order of the matrix that is available is the 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 order matrix), then entering the parameters of the linear equation system and pressing the jordan gauss button. The application will display the problem solving and steps in linear equations in the smartphone screen. seen in figure 6 below:

Figure 6. LSE Parameter Input and Order Matrix
4. CONCLUSION

The author has succeeded in making an application to complete a smartphone-based linear equation system using the GJ-elimination method. Based on the results of the experiment, this application is effective for solving linear equations and has been used by students and lecturers in solving linear equation system. Suggestions for the development of this application in the future is to make a graph of the results of solving linear equations and application development by directing the camera of the phone right on the question (scan) based on the frame provided, the system will detect and solve the problem.
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